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The Bluetooth interface allows the SmartRef to communicate with a mobile app and we have 6 
therefore chosen not to have a display directly on the device. Probably the biggest advantage of 7 
the connection to the app is that the device is always up-to-date and equipped with new 8 
features. For example, earlier this year we developed the combined ABV measurement for 9 
SmartRef refractometer and EasyDens Density Meter, implemented this in the app and the 10 
customer was thus able to use a completely new measurement method with their existing 11 
devices.  12 
 13 
In addition, SmartRef allows you to access all units via one device. At the moment we already 14 
have 25 units supported by SmartRef. All through one device. With the digital competitors' 15 
devices, you usually find 1-3 units and each application requires its own refractometer from the 16 
manufacturer. The SmartRef will also get more and more measurement units. This is constantly 17 
being worked on.  18 
 19 
Furthermore, SmartRef enables measurement in continuous mode in addition to automatic 20 
temperature compensation and smart measurement guidance. The continuous measurement 21 
mode enables our users to recognize when a measured value is stable and get a reliable result 22 
without repeatedly starting the measuring process by pressing a button on the measuring 23 
device. The SmartGuide+ is an intelligent guidance throughout the measurement process that 24 
ensures reliable results with high ambient light detection, continuous check of prism condition 25 
and sample volume, and more. 26 
 27 
On top, the app not only allows for easy measurement and storage of results but also allows for 28 
smart handling of the measurement data. Among other things, the results are visualized in 29 
graphs, structured, and stored for later reference. Data can also be exported. These functions are 30 
also subject to continuous further development. 31 
 32 
Same as EasyDens - the apps are available for free with all measurement functions. The app 33 
enables complementary features with in-app purchases. Current apps for the SmartRef 34 
depending on the application: 35 
Brew Meister for beer brewing, Wine Meister for winemaking, Reef Meister for saltwater aquarium 36 
owners, Lab Meister for beekeeping & various industrial purposes 37 
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Reasons to choose the Anton Paar 
SmartRef over a competitor’s digital 

refractometer!
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